Identification of two regions in the cytoplasmic domain of CD44 through which PMA, calcium, and foskolin differentially regulate the binding of CD44 to hyaluronic acid.
CD44 contains two clustered basic residues of three arginines and three lysines in the membrane-proximal region of its cytoplasmic domain. These two clusters are conserved among different species and different splicing forms. The function of these two motifs is not known. We substituted either the three-arginine or the three-lysine motif with alanine (CD44.3R3A and CD44.3K3A) and established stable CD44 transfectants. The effects of these mutations on the binding of CD44 to one of its ligands, hyaluronic acid (HA), were studied. When stimulated with PMA, transfectants bearing CD44.3K3A and CD44.3R3A proteins have reduced HA-binding capacity. When stimulated with forskolin, an activator of cAMP-dependent PKC, CD44.3R3A transfectants were able to bind low but detectable level of fluorescent-conjugated HA (F-HA). In contrast, CD44.3K3A transfectants were unable to bind any F-HA. Elevation of intracellular calcium concentrations either by ionomycin or thapsigargin also induced binding of HA in CD44.3R3A but not in CD44. 3K3A transfectants. These results provide evidence that both the arginine and the lysine motifs are important in the binding of CD44 to high levels of HA when stimulated with PMA. In contrast, when transfectants were stimulated with either forskolin or a Ca2+ mobilizer to bind a low level of F-HA, the lysine cluster, but not the arginine cluster, is required. These two closely located basic clusters are, therefore, differentially involved in the binding of CD44 to HA, depending on the level of ligand binding and the nature of the stimulatory signals.